Don’t Toss It...ReRACK It.
Performix Brand® ReRACK Vinyl Rack Repair Coating allows
you to touch up those corroded dishwasher racks easily and
effectively. ReRACK’s high-strength formula will withstand the
dishwasher heat, water pressure and rust. ReRACK is just one
more example of our great discoveries from the makers of
Plasti Dip. Try some today and find out why Performix Brand®
products are the consumer’s choice since 1972.

Check out our whole family
of Do-It-Yourself products on
the back panel.

American Made

Since 1972

PLASTI DIP®

SUPER GRIP®

A flexible, synthetic rubber coating which
exhibits excellent moisture, acid, alkaline, and
abrasion resistance. Ideal for weatherproofing
paper maps (clear), slip proofing running boards
and foot rests, adding grip/color coding tool
handles,weatherproofing/sealing clay pots, arts/
crafts, protecting lawn equipment, sealing frayed
rope and cable ends, and
adding grip to brake and
clutch levers.

Tackified, synthetic rubber coating that
bonds to most fabrics. Stops skidding
of throw rugs, bath mats, and slip
covers. Use on armchair covers,
clothes hangers, and place mats.

PLASTISEAM®
Flexible resin system that is excellent for sealing out
moisture in pin holes in sewn seams for most fabrics.
Waterproofs seams on most types of outdoor fabrics.
Ideal for most camping and outdoor gear; awnings,
boat tops/covers, sails, tents, backpacks, rainsuits,
and boots.

LIQUID TAPE
Liquid Tape Insulation Coating is being used on electrical
connections everywhere—From speaker cables to
circuit boards; automotive projects to toggle switches;
extension cords to underground wiring; terminal blocks
to underwater aquarium pumps.

VLP® Vinyl/Leather Repair

VYNA BOND
A strong flexible vinyl contact adhesive, for use on
waterbeds, pool liners/covers, tarps, tops awnings,
tow-behind inflatables, waders, and outdoor gear.

A clear, strong flexible adhesive designed to mend rips,
tears, and small holes on most types of vinyl surfaces:
dashboards, seats, pool/spa covers, luggage, dishwasher
racks, awnings, tarps/covers, inflatables, and outdoor gear.
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